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Owners of the all-new Mazda BT-50 now have
access to an extensive range of accessories
designed and developed by ARB. The new
line of off road equipment for the BT-50
includes ARB deluxe bull bars, ARB roof
racks, ARB Air Lockers, under vehicle
protection and Old Man Emu suspension.
Providing the BT-50 with an enormous amount of frontal protection, the deluxe
bull bar features ARB’s renowned multi-fold upswept wings, assisting in the
optimisation of approach angles. The bar incorporates a split pan design and
vented stone shield for maximum strength and airflow, and also features
extensive under wing panels. For even greater protection, the bar is compatible
with ARB’s new under vehicle protection panels, which shield the vehicle’s
engine and transmission components. Twin Hi-Lift jacking points and provision
for IPF lights and aerials are also featured, while air bag functionality is
retained for optimum safety. Suitable for winch and non-winch applications, the
BT-50 bar accommodates Warn and Bushranger low mount model electric
winches up to 9500lb. Finished in a durable powder coat, the BT-50 deluxe bar
can be colour coded for further customisation.
For those wanting to maximise the carrying and space capacity of the BT-50,
an ARB canopy is an excellent option. Protecting belongings from the elements
and offering a secure place for equipment, ARB offers canopies to suit both the
dual cab 4x4 and 4x2 BT-50 variants. Specifically designed and engineered to
the BT-50’s unique new shape, the canopies feature lockable rear and side
windows, with either a smooth or grained exterior available. ARB also
manufactures a range of canopy roof racks for the BT-50, with optional rollers
available to assist in loading equipment onto the racks.
BT-50 owners can also enjoy the benefits of Old Man Emu suspension.
Designed to provide ride control improvements on and off road, each
integrated suspension system can be tailored to the owner’s requirements, as
well as the conditions the BT-50 will be used under.
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ARB manufactures and
distributes a range of additional
products suited to the Mazda
BT-50 that are designed to make
off road travels a more enjoyable
and all round safer experience.

ARB manufactures and distributes a range of additional products suited to the
Mazda BT-50 that are designed to make off road travels a more enjoyable and
all round safer experience. These include ARB Air Lockers, ute liners, side rails
and steps, rear step tow bars, Outback Solutions drawer systems, Long
Ranger tanks, Hayman Reese tow bars and Safari snorkels. For more
information on ARB’s Mazda BT-50 accessories or details of the stockist
nearest you, head to www.arb.com.au.

All media enquiries should be directed to Jesse Willcocks:
Tel: +61 3 9761 6622 Fax: +61 3 9761 6807
Web: www.arb.com.au Email: exports@arb.com.au
Post: PO Box 105, Kilsyth, Vic 3137
About ARB
Founded in 1975 in Melbourne, ARB 4x4 Accessories is now Australia’s largest manufacturer and
distributor of aftermarket 4WD accessories. With products including bull bars, protection equipment,
Old Man Emu suspension, Air Lockers, roof racks, canopies and recovery equipment, our primary
mission is to prepare vehicles for the remote and harsh conditions typically encountered off road.
ARB currently has 44 stores and over a hundred stockists located across Australia, an office in
Seattle, USA, and an export network reaching more than a hundred countries.
Mazda BT-50 deluxe bull bar

Mazda BT-50 canopy and rear step tow bar

Old Man Emu suspension improves the BT-50’s ride
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